Sir:
I have been wondering how many other readers who have their TV sets integrated with high fidelity as I do (Craftsmen & Electro-Voice) have noted the vast differences in the audio fidelity of today's live TV programs.

It would seem that CBS has a distinct lead in this department; two shows which I find outstanding as regards really high fidelity audio are the Perry Como and Jo Stafford shows received here over WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio. Other shows broadcasting quality audio to a lesser degree are "Toast of the Town" and "Studio One," all originating from CBS. Being far from an expert in such matters, I can only guess that such superb sound is a result of using as nearly as possible acoustically perfect studios and careful attention to microphone placement, among other things.

By contrast, most other TV programs vary from just average down to poor in this respect. It would seem to me that a worth-while project for all program producers would be to try to emulate the Como program in respect to audio quality as a companion to their generally excellent video quality.

James L. Campbell
Lancaster, Ohio

Sir:
Nowadays the record companies are very thoughtfully printing the name of the work, artists, etc., on the outer edge of the jacket so that a person can find a record without pulling the jacket out to look at the front . . . .

However . . . why don't the companies offer new jackets to replace the older ones that are still in their catalogues? They could offer these at cost as a service to many who must be in my position. It would be an invaluable service and one no one else could offer. Wouldn't there be a very interested response to such an offer? They could offer this service through the dealers instead of direct to the consumer.

R. M. Allen
Indiana, Miss.

Sir:
Do you know of anyone who makes a record container—something like a suitcase, small enough to be carried and with a capacity of, say, fifty LPs—which would help me transport my LPs personally and provide the necessary protection they require? . . . If not, could you help me find one?

Antonio Mor. M.D.
Cincinnati, Ohio